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Abstract We present the HiggsPO UFO model for Monte
Carlo event generation of electroweak V H and VBF Higgs
production processes at NLO in QCD in the formalism of
Higgs pseudo-observables (PO). We illustrate the use of this
tool by studying the QCD corrections, matched to a par-
ton shower, for several benchmark points in the Higgs PO
parameter space. We find that, while being sizable and thus
important to be considered in realistic experimental analy-
ses, the QCD higher-order corrections largely factorize. As
an additional finding, based on the NLO results, we advocate
to consider 2D distributions of the two-jet azimuthal-angle
difference and the leading jet pT for new physics searches in
VBF Higgs production. The HiggsPO UFO model is pub-
licly available.
1 Introduction
The framework of Higgs pseudo-observables (PO) allows
to describe in great generality Higgs production [1] and
decay [2] processes in terms of few parameters defined from
the properties of the relevant on-shell physical amplitude.1 In
particular, h → 4 f decays and electroweak Higgs produc-
tion processes, associated pp → Zh and pp → W h produc-
tion (V H ) as well as vector boson fusion (VBF) production
pp → hj j , can be completely characterized by a set of on-
shell correlation functions 〈0|T {Jμf (x), J νf ′(y), h(0)}|0〉,
where Jμf, f ′ are the corresponding fermionic currents for each
process. Higgs PO are defined directly from the residues of
physical poles in these amplitudes.
The Higgs PO decomposition describes the short-distance
contribution to the process and, in particular, encompasses
1 See Chapter III.1 of Ref. [3] for a comprehensive and up to date
review of the topic.
a e-mail: jonas.lindert@gmail.com
any possible deviation due to some heavy new physics. In
order to compare with experimental results it is also impor-
tant to include long-distance contributions due to soft and
collinear radiation. In the case of Higgs decays to four lep-
tons the main effect is due to QED radiation. As it has been
shown in Ref. [4], to a very good approximation this effect
can be accommodated for in terms of a universal (i.e. inde-
pendent of the short-distance dynamics) radiator function or,
equivalently, by QED shower algorithms. Instead, in the case
of electroweak Higgs production at the LHC, where quark
currents are involved, QCD corrections are expected to yield
the dominant effect. The issue of higher order radiative cor-
rections has been extensively studied in the SM [3,5–23],
and in the context of effective field theory approaches [24–
26]. The purpose of the present paper is to illustrate how this
effect can be accounted for within the PO formalism.
In order to utilise the Higgs PO formalism in experimen-
tal analyses, it is important to embed it into an appropriate
Monte Carlo event generator framework. The final goal is
the possibility to simulate the electroweak Higgs production
processes in a realistic environment, for arbitrary values of
the Higgs PO, and with a theoretical precision exceeding
the experimental one. Such an implementation was initiated
in [1] with the realisation of the universal FeynRules (UFO)
model, called HiggsPO, which can be used for example
within the MadGraph5_aMC@NLO [27] or Sherpa [28]
event generators at leading order (LO) in QCD. In this paper
we present the upgrade able to generate electroweak Higgs
production events at next-to-leading order (NLO) accuracy in
QCD matched to parton showers [29]. We present numerical
results obtained within MadGraph5_aMC@NLO. A cor-
responding interface within Sherpa+OpenLoops is under
development. The HiggsPO NLO UFO model is publicly
available at http://www.physik.uzh.ch/data/HiggsPO.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2 we briefly
review the Higgs PO framework for electroweak Higgs pro-
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duction, its dressing with NLO QCD corrections and the cor-
responding implementation within a UFO model. In Sect. 3
we illustrate the effect of the NLO QCD corrections in a
few relevant kinematical distributions for several benchmark
points for both V H and VBF production. In Sect. 4 we use
this tool to obtain the expression for the simplified template
cross-section bins for Zh production as a function of the
Higgs PO at NLO in QCD. We finally conclude in Sect. 5.
2 Theoretical considerations and UFO implementation
2.1 Effective PO Lagrangian
The PO decomposition for electroweak Higgs production is
based on a momentum expansion of the relevant on-shell
amplitudes around the physical poles corresponding to the
propagation of SM gauge bosons. In particular, the Higgs PO
are defined from the residues of such poles [1,2]. The widely-
used UFO formalism to interface model information with
Monte Carlo event generators, instead, relies on amplitude
generation starting from a set of interaction Feynman rules,
derived from a Lagrangian. While the PO are strictly defined
from gauge-invariant analytic properties of on-shell scatter-
ing amplitudes, the resulting amplitude decomposition can
effectively be reproduced by the tree-level matrix elements
derived from the following effective Lagrangian [1,2],
L effHPO = κZ Z
m2Z
v
Zμ Zμh + κW W 2m
2
W
v
W+μ W−μh
−εγ γ h2v Aμν A
μν − εZγ h
v
Zμν Aμν − εZ Z h2v Zμν Z
μν
−εCPγ γ
h
2v
Aμν ˜Aμν − εCPZγ
h
v
Zμν ˜Aμν − εCPZ Z
h
2v
Zμν˜Zμν
−εW W h
v
W+μνW−μν − εCPW W
h
v
W+μν ˜W−μν
+
∑
f
∑
i
εZ f i
2h
v
Zμ f¯ iγ μ f i
+
∑
i, j
2h
v
[
εW ei ν j W+μ ν¯ei Lγ μe
j
L
+εW uiL d jL W
+
μ u¯
i
Lγ
μd jL + εW uiR d jR W
+
μ u¯
i
Rγ
μd jR + h.c.
]
,
(1)
where f = {eL , eR, νL , uL , u R, dL , dR} and i, j = {1, 2, 3}
are flavour indices. Moreover Vμν = ∂μVν − ∂νVμ and
˜V μν = 12εμνρσ Vρσ . The coefficients κV V , εV V ′ , εCPV V ′ , εZ , f i ,
εW, f i f j are considered as the proper Higgs pseudo-
observables. The flavour-universal PO (κV V , εV V ′ , and εCPV V ′ )
and the leptonic contact terms (εZ ,ei , εZ ,νi , and εW,ei ν j ),
will most likely be strongly constrained, or measured, from
H → 4	, 2	2ν decays. The remaining contact terms for
light quarks can instead be probed in electroweak Higgs pro-
duction processes [1]. The charged-current PO εW, fi f j are
complex, while all the others are real (in the limit where we
neglect re-scattering effects due to light-quark loops). We
introduce the complex phase as:
εW, fi f j → εW, fi f j eiφW, fi f j , (2)
where now εW, fi f j is taken real. Assuming the Higgs to be a
parity-even state and CP to be conserved, then all couplings
are real and all the εCPV V ′ vanish. This Lagrangian, together
with the following parametrization of V f f¯ interactions of
the W and Z bosons with fermions,
L effV f f =
∑
f
∑
i
g fiZ Zμ f¯ iγ μ f i
+
∑
i, j
[
(geLW )i j W
+
μ ν¯ei Lγ
μe
j
L + (gqLW )i j W+μ u¯iLγ μd jL
+(gqRW )i j W+μ u¯iRγ μd jR + h.c.
]
,
(3)
and combined with the corresponding gauge boson kinetic
terms (based on an unbroken SU (3)QCD × U (1)QED) and
ghost terms for QCD, is implemented in a FeynRules (ver-
sion 2.3.24) [30] model. All SM particle fields are defined
in the mass (unitary) eigenbasis with SM QED and QCD
gauge interactions. The masses for W , Z , h, and third gen-
eration charged fermions are put by hand, while the first
two generations and neutrinos are kept massless. The cou-
plings in Eq. (1) are defined with interaction-order labelHPO.
The corresponding leading-order UFO model generated with
FeynRules is publicly available [29] since the publication
of Ref. [1].
Under the assumption of an U (2)3 flavour symmetry act-
ing on the first two generations of quarks, the number of
independent light-quark PO reduces to six [1], namely
εZuL , εZu R , εZdL , εZdR , εW uL , φW uL , (4)
or five if we further neglect CP-violating contributions (in
which case the phase φW uL vanishes). These six PO are
directly accessible in the UFO model (and thus for exam-
ple in the MadGraph5_aMC@NLO param_card.dat)
as:
eZuL, eZuR, eZdL, eZdR, eWuL, phiWuL . (5)
This U (2)3 symmetry assumption can be justified by flavour
constraints in the light quark sector, as well as by the exper-
imental difficulties of differentiating the light quark flavour.
As demonstrated in Ref. [1], it will be instead possible to
separately constrain the PO appearing in Eq. (4) by studying
in detail V H and VBF Higgs production.
123
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Besides the six quark contact-terms PO listed above, all
flavour-universal PO, as well as the leptonic contact terms,
the Z f f and W f f ′ vertices, are also implemented. This
allows the HiggsPO model to generate any electroweak
Higgs production process, as well as h → 4 f, 2 f γ, Zγ,
and γ γ decays in the Higgs PO framework at NLO in QCD.
2.2 Dressing the Higgs PO with NLO QCD corrections
The Higgs PO Lagrangian in Eq. (1) can be considered as an
extension of the EW sector of the SM without new additional
states. Therefore, the dressing with NLO QCD effects and
the matching with QCD patron showers is straightforward
based on modern Monte Carlo frameworks, that include the
automated generation of the required born, one-loop and real
matrix elements, and subtraction of infrared singularities. In
fact, the HPO effective couplings in Eq. (1) do not require
UV renormalization at NLO QCD. Still, the inclusion of the
quark contact-term PO at NLO QCD requires dedicated so-
called R2 rational terms.2 The contact-term R2 can easily
be derived from the R2 contributions of the related V fi f¯ j
interactions in the SM [34]:
R f¯i fi Zh2 = −
ig2s
3π2v
εZ , f i ,
Ru¯i d j W
+h
2 = −
ig2s
3π2v
εW,uiL d
j
L
e−iφW u .
(6)
Technically, we employ the NLOCT package (version
1.02) [35] together with FeynArts (version 3.9) [36] to
generate all UV and R2 QCD counterterms for the SM inter-
actions. The resulting model is exported in the UFO format.
Since the present public version of the NLOCT package is
restricted to renormalizable interactions, we supplement the
R2 rational terms related to the contact-term PO shown in
Eq. (6) by hand. As already mentioned, UV counterterms for
any of the PO interactions are not needed.
The resulting NLO UFO model can directly be imported
into MadGraph5_aMC@NLO, where all required one-loop
amplitudes are automatically generated with MadLoop [37]
and Ninja [38,39]. Infrared subtraction of the real contribu-
tions is automatically performed á la FKS [40] in MadFKS
[41], where the corresponding real amplitudes are generated
from the underlying UFO model. For the VBF Higgs pro-
duction process the colour suppressed and thus numerically
very small pentabox contribution in the virtual amplitude can
2 These R2 contributions can be understood as the missing (4 − D)-
dimensional contributions, by construction not necessarily automati-
cally generated within numerical one-loop generators. These contri-
butions are universal and can be restored from process-independent
effective counterterms [31–33].
either explicitly be included or excluded (default in Mad-
Graph5_aMC@NLO). The letter case results in a formal
mismatch of the IR poles of the virtual and real contribu-
tions, which can be dealt with as described in Sect. 3.2.
At the same order of perturbation theory as VBF Higgs
production also Higgsstrahlung with hadronic decays, i.e.
pp → (V → qq¯)H , contributes to the same H + 2 jet sig-
nature. Once VBF selection cuts (large invariant masses of
the leading jets and/or large rapidity separation of the leading
jets) are applied, these contributions (and their interference
with VBF topologies) are very small. For simplicity in the
simulations presented in Sect. 3.2 we disabled those contribu-
tions. In case the Higgsstrahlung subprocess is not considered
as a dedicated background in a VBF analysis, it should be
included in the VBF process, resulting in additional PO con-
tributions that are automatically generated. We employ the
described implementation in MadGraph5_aMC@NLO for
the numerical predictions of electroweak Higgs production
processes (VBF and V H ) at NLO QCD matched to Pythia
6 [42] as presented in the following section. Even though
we do not use it in this work, we expect the re-weighting
technique at NLO accuracy described in Ref. [43] to be com-
pletely compatible with the HiggsPO model.
As a first validation of the code we compare results for the
total decay widths h → V f¯ f ′ obtained with the HiggsPO
UFO model in MadGraph5_aMC@NLO at LO and NLO
against a LO analytical computation of the decay width in
the PO formalism. Moreover, the ratio K of the NLO result
to the LO one is expected to be a simple universal factor
K = 1 + αs/π  1.038. For all final states and combi-
nations of contact terms we find perfect agreement between
the analytical and Monte Carlo results within the numerical
uncertainties.
As a further cross check and for future applications within
other Monte Carlo frameworks, we implemented the HPO
Lagrangian, as given in Eq. (1), together with the R2 contribu-
tions of Eq. (6) for the contact-terms in OpenLoops [44,45].
We compared the amplitudes for the Higgsstrahlung and
VBF Higgs processes at the amplitude level and found
perfect agreement. Here, for the latter we included the
pp → (V → qq¯)h subprocess. Furthermore, we compared
NLO fixed-order differential cross sections obtained with
MadGraph5_aMC@NLO against Sherpa+OpenLoops
and found agreement within the statistical uncertainty of the
Monte Carlo integrations.
3 Results and examples
In order to illustrate the usage of HiggsPO and the effect
of NLO QCD corrections, we present the simulation of EW
Higgs production processes (Zh, W h, and VBF) at the LHC
with
√
S = 13 TeV for several benchmark points close to the
123
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Table 1 Benchmark points in the PO parameter space used to generate
events in pp → Z H (I, II, III, IV and V), pp → W H (I, VI and VII),
and VBF (I, …, VII) processes. In all benchmarks we set kZZ = kWW
= 1
BP eZuL eZuR eZdL eZdR eWuL phiWuL
I 0 0 0 0 0 0
II 0.0195 0 0 0 0 0
III 0 0.0195 0 0 0 0
IV 0 0 0.0244 0 0 0
V 0 0 0 0.0244 0 0
VI 0 0 0 0 0.018 0
VII 0 0 0 0 0.018 π2
SM, shown in Table 1.3 In each benchmark point a different
contact term is switched on, together with the SM contribu-
tion (kZ Z = kW W = 1). As parton distribution functions
(PDFs) we employ NNPDF23NLO and use the value of αS
they provide. SM input parameters are chosen in accordance
with the defaults of the HiggsPO UFO model. Renormalisa-
tion and factorisation scales for both processes are chosen as
μ = μR = μF = HT/2, where HT is the scalar sum of the
pT of all final state particles.
We shower Les Houches events with PYTHIA6 [42] and
reconstruct jets using the FastJet [47] implementation of the
anti-kT jet algorithm [48] with R = 0.4 and a minimum
pT,jet of 10 GeV.
3.1 Associated V H production
Events for on-shell Zh and W h production in the HiggsPO
UFO model can be generated at NLO in QCD with Mad-
Graph5_aMC@NLO with the following commands4:
./bin/mg5_aMC
> import model HPO_ewk_prod_NLO
> generate p p > z h HPO=1 QED=1 [QCD]
> output
> launch
In Figs. 1 and 2 we show the Z H and W H invariant mass
distributions respectively obtained at NLO (solid lines) and
LO (dashed lines) for the benchmark points listed in Table 1.
The lower panel of each figure shows the ratio between the
NLO and LO results. We observe that, with the choice of
HT as dynamical renormalisation and factorisation scales,
the NLO K -factor is fairly flat and universal in most of the
considered kinematic regime for all considered benchmark
points.
3 Since differential cross sections are a second order polynomial in the
PO, running a simulation for a handful of points is enough to cover the
entire parameter space (see for example [46]).
4 For generating LO events it is sufficient to remove the [QCD] flag.
Fig. 1 Invariant mass distribution of the Z H system in pp → Z H
production at 13 TeV. Solid (dotted) lines show NLO (LO) + PS pre-
dictions for five benchmark points in the PO parameter space listed in
Table 1
Fig. 2 Invariant mass distribution of the W H system in pp → W H
production at 13 TeV. Solid (dotted) lines show NLO (LO) + PS pre-
dictions for three benchmark points in the PO parameter space listed in
Table 1
123
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3.2 VBF Higgs production
Events for VBF Higgs production, without V (→ qq¯)H con-
tributions, are generated via5:
> generate p p > h j j $$ a z w+ w- \
HPO=1 QED=2 [QCD]
Formally this processes comprises IR-divergent pentagon
one-loop diagrams with two massive vector boson propa-
gators. In the available automated frameworks such contri-
butions can typically only be evaluated in Feynman gauge.
Thus, in line with the default of MadGraph5_aMC@NLO
such diagrams should be discarded in conjunction with
the HiggsPO model. This is motivated by the tiny numer-
ical impact of these diagrams in the VBF phase-space.
However, this introduces a formal mismatch of the IR
poles in the computation. This is a well known issue
for VFB Higgs production in MadGraph5_aMC@NLO
and a pragmatic solution requires to turn off the check
for IR pole cancellation. This can be achieved by modi-
fying the #IRPoleCheckThreshold parameter in the
‘FKS_params.dat’ file from 1.0d-5 to -1.0d0.
In our numerical analysis we employ the same VBF cuts
as in Ref. [1], i.e. we require
pT,j1,2 > 30 GeV, |ηj1,2 | < 4.5, mj1j2 > 500 GeV, (7)
where jets are ordered according to their pT . In Fig. 3 we
show the NLO (solid lines) and LO (dashed lines) leading-
jet pT distribution for the benchmark points listed in Table 1.
Again, in the lower panel the ratio of the NLO over LO pre-
dictions is presented, indicating a rather flat and universal
K -factor across a large kinematic regime.
At particle-level more than two jets can be reconstructed in
VBF events. Thus, different jet definitions and VBF tagging
techniques can have relevant impact on kinematic distribu-
tions in VBF Higgs production [49]. In particular, it might be
interesting to optimize these choices such that the sensitiv-
ity to the different PO is maximised. We leave this to future
studies.
Finally, in Fig. 4 we illustrate the NLO 2D distributions of
the azimuthal angle difference of two leading jets Δφ(j1, j2)
and the leading jet transverse momentum pT, j1 in VBF Higgs
production. These 2D distributions are sensitive to the pres-
ence of transversal (εZ Z ,W W ) and CP-odd (εC PZ Z ,W W ) POs,
since these are characterized by a different Lorentz structure
than the SM hV V coupling. In order to illustrate such effects
we present the distributions for two rather extreme PO bench-
mark points (εW W = 1 and εC PW W = 1), alongside the SM
prediction. We also checked that taking such 2D distributions
5 In order to include also the V (→ qq¯)H contribution one should use
instead > generate p p > h j j HPO=1 QED=2 [QCD].
Fig. 3 Distribution of the leading-jet pT in VBF Higgs prodution
events at 13 TeV. Solid (dotted) lines show NLO (LO) + PS predic-
tions for seven benchmark points in the PO parameter space listed in
Table 1
into account in a global PO fit will substantially improve the
sensitivity to the transversal and CP-odd PO, compared to
using only the leading jet pT distribution.
4 PO-dependence of the simplified template cross
sections at NLO in QCD
As an example of a practical application of the HiggsPO tool,
we compute the simplified template cross sections (STXS)
for Zh production as a function of the Higgs PO at NLO
in QCD. The STXS, introduced in Chapter III.2 of Ref. [3],
are cross sections defined in some simple and idealized bins.
The choice of such bins is motivated by optimizing the sensi-
tivity to BSM effects while minimizing the necessary accep-
tance corrections (thus theory dependence) by choosing sim-
ple selection cuts to a phase-space close to the realistic fidu-
cial region. Several stages with more and more granular bins
are envisaged with increasing luminosity.
In the case of Zh production, with Z → 	+	− or ν¯ν
decays, the kinematical variable chosen for the binning is
the pT of the Z boson (EmissT in the case of neutrinos), with
bins [0−150−250−400−∞] GeV. Furthermore, a possible
split of the [150 − 250] GeV bin is envisaged in 0-jet and
≥1-jet categories. For simplicity of this preliminary analysis
we neglect this jet categorization. An overall selection on the
Higgs rapidity |yh | < 2.5 is applied.
The idea behind the STXS is that, on the one hand, the
experimental collaborations could provide a measurement
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Fig. 4 NLO+PS predictions of cross section (pb) for Δφ(j1, j2)-pT,j1
distributions in VBF Higgs production at 13 TeV. 2D distributions are
shown for the SM and PO extensions with εW W = 1, εC PW W = 1
of such cross sections in a very model-independent way by
combining Higgs data in different channels. On the other
hand, since the STXS are defined at the reconstruction level
with simple kinematical cuts, they can easily be computed in
a given BSM model in order to derive the limits. The Higgs
PO-dependence of the STXS pT bins in Zh production, for
example, can be used to obtain global fits in the PO formal-
ism.
The pp → Zh events are generated in the same way as
described in Sect. 3 and subsequently analyzed in order to
apply the selection cut on yh described above and separate
them into different pZT bins. In this way we obtain the cross
section in each STXS bin as a quadratic function of the Higgs
PO. The result, normalised to the SM value, is:
R0−150 = k2Z Z + kZ Z (27εZuL − 28εZdL − 14εZu R + 4.7εZdR )
+ 102[6.0(ε2ZuL + ε2Zu R ) + 4.7(ε2ZdL + ε2ZdR )] ,
R150−250 = k2Z Z + kZ Z (80εZuL − 71εZdL − 37εZu R + 14εZdR )
+ 103[4.5(ε2ZuL + ε2Zu R ) + 3.2(ε2ZdL + ε2ZdR )] ,
R250−400 = k2Z Z + kZ Z (180εZuL − 145εZdL − 83εZu R + 31εZdR )
+ 104[2.2(ε2ZuL + ε2Zu R ) + 1.5(ε2ZdL + ε2ZdR )] ,
R400−∞ = k2Z Z + kZ Z (610εZuL − 340εZdL − 235εZu R + 145εZdR )
+ 105[2.5(ε2ZuL + ε2Zu R ) + 1.4(ε2ZdL + ε2ZdR )] , (8)
where Rx ≡ σi/σ SMi in each STXS bin. As shown in Fig. 1,
the NLO corrections to the Zh invariant mass distribution
are largely independent of the PO parameters. This implies
that the effect of NLO corrections in the ratios in Eq. (8) are
rather small.
5 Conclusions
In this work we have presented an implementation of
the Higgs Pseudo-Observables framework for electroweak
Higgs production in the HiggsPO UFO model for Monte
Carlo event generation at NLO in QCD. The extension of the
previous version of the tool to NLO accuracy will allow to
perform a robust interpretation of high-statistics data on V h
and VBF Higgs production in this general BSM formalism.
The tool takes into account all PO relevant for EW Higgs
production processes, under the hypothesis of an U (2)3
flavour symmetry. This symmetry reduces the number of
independent V hqq ′ quark contact terms to six, or to five if
one further assumes CP conservation. On top of this, all the
flavour-universal PO and leptonic contact terms (relevant for
leptonic Higgs decays) are also included. All these parame-
ters can be easily accessed and modified for example from
the param_card.dat in MadGraph5_aMC@NLO.
In order to illustrate the use of theHiggsPOmodel we have
presented simulations of Zh, W h, and VBF Higgs produc-
tion for a set of benchmark points. For each benchmark point
we have studied the differential cross section in a relevant
123
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kinematical variable, and the effect of the NLO corrections.
Our analysis shows that, for a suitable choice of factorization
and renormalization scales such as HT /2, the NLO correc-
tions are relevant, O(20%), but rather flat in the kinematical
regime of interest. This suggests a fair convergence of the
perturbative expansion. In the case of VBF production we
have shown how the correlation between the leading jet pT
and the azimuthal angle difference of the two leading jets,
Δφ( j1, j2), is a very sensitive probe of coupling structures
different from the SM ones. Finally, we have presented the
first computation of simplified template cross sections for
Zh production as a function of Higgs pseudo-observables at
NLO accuracy.
As is well known, higher-order EW corrections in EW
Higgs production become very important at large energies
due to the appearance of Sudakov logarithms. The dominant
EW Sudakov logarithms are universal and can be factorized
from the hard part of the scattering process [50]. Nonetheless,
being of electroweak nature, these corrections are expected
to generate a non-trivial mixing among different PO. This
implies that their implementation in the PO framework, espe-
cially in the context of a Monte Carlo event generator, is a
non-trivial task [51]. While waiting for the completion of this
program, we stress that current data on EW Higgs produc-
tion are dominated by events near the kinematical threshold,
where the effect of EW corrections is not log-enhanced.6
To sum up, the HiggsPO– event simulation tool for Higgs
pseudo-observables framework – is upgraded to NLO in
QCD and is publicly available at http://www.physik.uzh.ch/
data/HiggsPO.
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